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SCAT_IA as well as the ATS-5 and -6 spacecraft have provided some answers and
insights to the problem of spacecraft charging at geosynchronous altitudes. In
particular they have indicated the approach to reducing the levels of both absolute
and differential charging -- namely, by the emission o_ low energy neutral plasma.
It is now appropriate to complete the transition from experimental results to the
development of a system that will sense the state-of-charge of a spacecraft, and_ ...................
when a predetermined threshold is reached, will respond automatically to reduce
it. The Air Force is embarking on such a development program, utilizing sensors
comparable to the proton electrostatic analyzer, the surface potential monitor,
_' and the transient pulse monitor that flew in SCATHA, and combining these outputs
through a microprocessor controller to operate a rapid-sta=t, low energy plasma
source ....A flight-ready system should be available for spacecraft integration by
• 1988.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is by way of announcing the Air Force_s intent to carry out the
technology transition from SCATHA to the next logical phase -- namely, the devel-
opment o_ an automatic charge control system for spacecraft. The problem of
spacecraft charging as a potential hazard for Air Force satellites operating in
deep space has been recognized now for just over a decade. The buildup of space-
craft charge and its subsequent discha=ge, particularly at geosynchronous orbit_
can limit the performance and operational lifetime of satellites. The arcs gen-
erated in this fashion can couple into the command and data lines of the spacecraft '"
causing spurious signals, triggering erratic comlaands, and destroying solld-state
electronics. The SCATHA _atellite, which was dedicated solely to this problem_
was launched to near geosynchronous orbit with a full tangs of sensors (ref. I) to
determine the spacecraft state-of'-charge as sell as the background conditions in
space When the charging occurred. Also on board were the AFGL active experiments,
the electron gun and the SPIBS positive ion gun, which could be used to swing the
potential of the satellite either positive or negative on command. One of the
alte=nate operating nodes of the SPIBS ion gun was as a neutral plasma source, and
that proved to be the safest and most effective method of reducing both absolute
and differential charging on the satellite (ref. 2). These SCATHA results, as well
as those from the NASA ATS-6 satellite using a cesium plasma bridge neutralizer
(refo3), have shown that a charged spacecraft, and the dielectric Surfaces on
it, could be safely discharged by e,aitting a very low energy (< 50 eV) neutral
plasma-- in effect "shotting" the spacecraft to the ambient plasma before dangerous
charglag level_ could be reached. This technique forms the basis for our Flight
Hodel Disclmrge System (FMDS), which is to be an active charge control system
for satellites that will operate automatically in space.
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,_Y._TEM OESCRIPTION
Huch of the development of the FMDS, parttcular-_y With regard to the state _
! of-charge sensors, follows directly from the SCAT_HA technology+ A block diagram
-_"_ of the system is shown in figure I. The heart o_ _he syster_ is the Low energy
plasma source. The ma.jor change from its SCATHA p_redecesso_ is tliat It must be
-_i capable of a s_mple and rapid start-up-- responding w_thln ten seconds. '_e
_ r,licroprocessorcontroller wlll be the "br_a_ns'_-ofthe system, inter-pretlng the
three different ch_trgi_tgsensor outputs, amd "deciding" when tO turn on the plasma
" source. The electrostatic analyzer (ESA) wlll detect incoming protons in dlfferent
ii energy channels to provide a measure of the absolute charging of tliespacecraft.
Since a negatively charged satellite wlll accelerate ambient protons up to its
• potential, the lowest energy channel at which sizeable fluxes o_ protons are
° detected would correspond to the absol_ute charging level of the spacecraft
(i.e.- relative to the ambient plasma in space)° The surface potential monitor
will measure the di_ferentlal spacecraft charging (i.e. the potential developed
on Insulatin_ surfaces relative to spacecraft frame ground). Essentlally_ the
_. back surface voltage of a dielectric sample (i,e. kapton, teflon, etc.) is measured
wlth an electric field sensor, and that in turn is translated into a front surface
potential by means of a prior vacuun chamber calibration. The transient pulse
....."i monitor wlll detect _rc discharges occurrL_g on the external surfaces of the
_i_-,
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Figure 1. - Flight modeldischarge system.
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!spacecraft by measuring the radiated electomagnetic noise pulSeS. The pulse i
Characteristics should provide tile means of discriminatiag between arc discharges
and spacecraft-generated noise. The comblnatton eL these three different sensors
should provide a good indication of the state of spaeeccaf-t charging, but any
one alone (by exceeding a preset th_eshoht level) wiLl be ablo-_ via the controller,
to activate _aa plasma source and reduce tim cl_arging.
Considering each of the components in somewhat more detail, we come back to
the plasma source. This will produce a loo energy (<50 eV) neutral plamaa where
the ions ore derived from a noble gas. Xenon was chosen as the active source for
the SPIBS experiment on SCATHA, and would be _ likely choice here as well. Tile ion
current levels would be seleetable by remote command -- I0 u A, I00 IiA, or ImA.
On SCATHA, SPIBS discharged the vehicle from a potential of -_V using as little as _i
6 B A of current. The plasma source will be simpler than SPIBS in that neither ii
multi-energetic positive ion beams nor electron beams will be required, l_Wever,
the activation pro_ess must be far simpler and quicker than for SPIBS since it _Jil_ I
be turned on automatically by tilecontroller, and must be capable of responding
within ten seconds. The plasma source will have the capability for 1200 hours of
operation in space, with at least I000 orroff cycles. This is expected to be more
than enough to operate for three years, with a large safety factor besides. There
will be monitor outputs to telemetry for plasma current flow, remaining gas
supply, command status, and other diagnostics. Provisions will be made, as was
the ease for SPIBS, for a vacuum enclosure around the plasma source to allow for
operation during spacecraft integration checks. The weight of the plasma source
Will be less than I0 pounds, and tbe power required for operation will be less than
10 _atts.
The proton electrostatic analyzer will measure the incident proton spectra in
the energy range from less than I00 eV to 20 KeV. It wilL be simpler than the ESAs
used on SCATHA since it will require, as a minimum, only eight incremental energy
channels, with maximum channel energies (i.e. upper edge of full width at half maxi-
mum _WHM]) nominally set at I00 eV, 200 eV, 500 eV, I KeV, 2 KeV, 5 KeV, I0 KeV,
and 20 KeVo The energy channels will be adjacent, and with a ninimum of overlap at
FWHM-- nee more than 2% of the channel central energy. The algorithns developed by
Spiegel (ref. 4) to allow for automated interpretation of the ESA data depend criti-
cally on the energy channels being sharply defined. The sweep period for the ESA ....
to sample all channels, which deternines the time-scale for the detection of space-
craft charging, will be selectable by external command -- I second, 5 seconds, or
I0 seconds. The ESA will include a sun sensor to reduce electron multiplier gain
when the instrument looks toward the sun, and also a control grid to prevent the
low energy (< 50eV) ions from the on-board plasma source from being counted. There
will also be available, by external command, the possibility of changing the bias
voltage of the electron multiplier detector in order to offset the effects of de-
gradation, and to extend its operating lifetime in space. The weight of the ESA
will be less than 5 pounds, and the power requirement will be less than I watt.
The surface potential monitor will measure the back surface voltage of a
dielectric sample as in the SCA_IA SC-I experiment. The surface potential and
polarity will be determined once per second, and will include tilerange I00 volts
to 20 kilovolts. The instrument will use two different dielectric samples in
flight. These will be chosen prior to flight from a previously-calibrated selection
of at least six different samples of "typical Satellite dielectric surfaces" such
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Ia_ aluminiz_d Icapton, silvered teftnn, fu._ed silica cover gl,_ss, etc. IJeighl: anti
power for tile ln_tran_at fihould be loss than 3 poundfi and 2 watts, respectively.
The transient pulse monitor (TP_I)_lll detect arc dlsclmrge_ occurring on
tha external surfaces of the spacecraft by maaaurtng the radiated electromagnetic
noi._e pulses wi_h an externally mounted dipole sensor. Simliarly to the SI_I
instrument on sCATIIA, it will r_cord the number of puls_ counted over each one-
second Interval; also the maximum pulse amplitude (both positive and negatlv_)
occurring over that Interval, and tileintegral of the _ignal (both positive and
negative) over the interval. It wilt determine pulse width, with the capability
o_ detecting pulses from I0 nanoseconds to ID microseconds. It will also accot,lo-
dat_ amplitudes of electric field strength from IO kilovolts/meter down to IO
vOlt_/metero Multiple threshold levels, selectable by external command, will he
provided to determine the minimum signal Level above which pulses will he record-
ed, Multiple attenuator levels, to determine the overall _,aln of the system,
will also be selectable by external command. Protection _;III be provided against
ringing by incorporating a dead time that will limit pulse counts to once per
millisecond. One phase of the calibration of the transient pulse monitor will
include the detection of simulated spacecraft arc discharges-- such as may be
_: induced in a vacuum chamber by bombarding a typical spacecraft thermal control
material with energetic electrons. The weight amd power requirements for this
instrument should be less than 3 pounds and 3 watts, respeetively.
The controller will be the rlerve center and coordinator of autonomous
operation of the charge control system. It will accept inputs from the state-of-
charge sensors (i.e. the proton ESA, the surface potential monitor, and the
transient pulse monitor), interpret the sensor data based on previously stored
algorlthns, determine when pre-established threshold levels of charring have been
met and then activate the plasma _ource, and finally_ turn off the plasma Source
when the spacecraft has been discharged. Once activated by the controller_ the
plasma source will remain operating for a fixed time period. That time period
will be selectable by remote command, and will include the nominal intervals of
5, I0, 30, and 60 minutes. The threshold levels at which the plasma Source will
be activated will also be selectable by external command, and will include at
least the (absolute and differential) potential levels 200, 500, I000, and 2000
volts. Indications of spacecraft arcing, as determined by the TPM will also "
cause the plasma source to be actlvated_ The algorithm for determining the
occurrence of spacecraft arcing from the TPM data will have the capability of
being modified in-flight b7 external command So that it will not respond to the
normal background level of electromagnetic noise from the spacecraft Itself. As
a safety measure, the controller will also incorporate the capability for external-
command override of the operation of the plasma source-- for turn-on, turn-off,
and current level settings. Finally, the controller will contain sufficient
excess capacity to accomodate an additional sensor input, if tlmt should turn out
to be desirable at some future date. Allotting approximately 5 pounds and 3
watts for the controller brings the system totals for weight and operating power
(with the plasma source on) to 26 pounds and 19 watts. System power requirements
with the plhstla source not operating will be 9 watts.
We expect the development, fabrication, and test of the charge control syste_
to take approximately four years, so that it would he available for spacecraft
integration in 1988. Our present plan is to test-fly the system on a polar-
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" orbiting Space Shuttle, along with other AFCL-sponsored experiments° The ultimate
tast of tile system will require a flight at geosytmhranous orbit, which is the
:!. regime this ayste_ is prinlart.ly designed for and where it will he of _oat value.
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